In the first paper of this series, we studied the effect of baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO), redshift space distortions (RSD) and weak lensing (WL) on measurements of angular cross-correlations in narrow redshift bins. Paper-II presented a multitracer forecast as Figures of Merit (FoM), combining a photometric and spectroscopic stage-IV survey. The uncertainties from galaxy bias, the way light traces mass, is an important ingredient in the forecast. Fixing the bias would increase our FoM equivalent to 3.3 times larger area for the combined constraints. This paper focus on how the modelling of bias affect these results. In the combined forecast, lensing both help and benefit from the improved bias measurements in overlapping surveys after marginalizing over the cosmological parameters. Adding a second lens population in counts-shear does not have a large impact on bias error, but removing all counts-shear information increases the bias error in a significant way. We also discuss the relative impact of WL, magnification, RSD and BAO, and how results change as a function of bias amplitude, photo-z error and sample density. By default we use one bias parameter per bin (with 72 narrow bins), but we show that the results do not change much when we use other parameterizations, with at least 3 parameters in total. Bias stochasticity, even when added as one new free parameter per bin, only produce moderate decrease in the FoM. In general, we find that the degradation in the figure of merit caused by the uncertainties in the knowledge of bias is significantly smaller for overlapping surveys.
INTRODUCTION
The late time expansion of the Universe can be measured through various probes, including super novas (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999) , the cosmic microwave background (CMB) (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015) , weak lensing shear (Heymans et al. 2013 ) and galaxy clustering (Anderson et al. 2014 ). Galaxy clustering is assumed and measured to directly trace the underlying dark matter distribution (Kaiser 1984; Bardeen et al. 1986 ), but require measuring the galaxy bias. The weak gravitational lensing directly probe the mass. However, the lensing kernel is broad, which reduce its ability to measure the growth.
Weak lensing (WL) survey relies on averaging a large sample of galaxies, which is only possible in photometric surveys with photo-z techniques. Ongoing surveys include DES (The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2005) 1 and KiDS (de Jong et al. 2013) 2 , while Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011) 3 and LSST (Ivezic et al. 2008) 4 are next generation WL surveys. The galaxy clustering relies on accurate redshift to measure the BAO peak position and the radial clustering. Past and ongoing redshift surveys include VVDS (Le Fèvre et al. 2013) 5 , VIPERS (de la Torre et al. 2013) 6 and WiggleZ (Contreras et al. 2013) 7 , while DESI (Levi et al. 2013) 8 is expected to start in 2018.
The galaxy clustering and weak lensing are complimentary, probing different parameter degeneracies (Simpson et al. 2013) , being subject to different experimental difficulties and astrophysical biases (Weinberg et al. 2013) . How should photometric and spectroscopic optimally be combined? Several groups have investigate the benefit of overlapping surveys with varying conclusions (see paper-II) (Bernstein & Cai 2011; Gaztañaga et al. 2012; Cai & Bernstein 2012; Kirk et al. 2013; Font-Ribera et al. 2014; de Putter, Doré & Takada 2013) . Our three article series investigates the combined constraints, focusing on the same-sky benefit. In Eriksen & Gaztanaga (2014b) (from now on paper-I) we studied the algorithm and modelling of cross-correlations in narrow redshift bins. Eriksen & Gaztanaga (2015) (from now on paper-II) presented the forecast, while Eriksen & Gaztanaga (2014a) (from now on EG14a) companion paper elaborated on the same-sky benefit. This paper (paper-III) investigate the role of the galaxy bias and stochasticity.
While the galaxy and dark matter distribution is related, the exact relation depends on galaxy formation (Press & Schechter 1974) , galaxy evolution (Nusser & Davis 1994; Fry 1996; Tegmark & Peebles 1998; Blanton et al. 2000) and selection effects. For constraining cosmology with galaxy distributions, we need to model galaxy bias and marginalize over uncertainties in the modelling. To reduce requirements on modelling bias, we can constrain cosmology from the excess of galaxy pairs with 150 Mpc separation, the BAO peak Eisenstein, Seo & White 2007; Anderson et al. 2012) . In these papers, constraints from galaxy clustering and galaxy-shear cross-correlations use the full correlation function, which require modelling the galaxy bias (Shoji, Jeong & Komatsu 2009 ). This improve the parameter constraints, but the bias becomes an important part of the forecast and is therefore studied here in detail.
Overlapping galaxy surveys allows directly crosscorrelation the galaxy samples. Additionally, the sample variance reduce through both galaxy populations tracing the same matter fluctuations (McDonald & Seljak 2009 ). Paper-II showed that both effects contribute about equal to the combined constraints and EG14a stressed the importance of the covariance between the spectroscopic and photometric sample. This paper also investigate the additional correlations and the covariance from overlapping volumes, but present the forecasted bias error. In particular, we focus on the counts-shear cross-correlations, since the contribution was largely independent on including lenses from one or both surveys.
The HOD model (Scoccimarro et al. 2001; Zheng et al. 2005; Coupon et al. 2012; Cacciato et al. 2013 ) predicts the galaxy bias from physical assumptions on how galaxies occupy dense regions, which can be implemented in simulations and tested against real data. The fiducial bias is motivated by a simple HOD model that shows a scaleindependent and linear bias at large scales . While the bias evolution in a linear model can be parameterized with a few parameters, the fiducial parameterization use one parameter for each redshift bin. Section 3 therefore compare the one-bias-per-bin forecast with a model using a linear interpolation between pivot points. The fiducial bias model, δg = b(z, k)δm, relate linearly and deterministic the galaxy (δg) and matter (δm) overdensities. In reality, the relation at small scales include at stochastic component (Seljak & Warren 2004) . The stochastic component change the auto-correlation of galaxy counts and cancelling in the counts-shear cross-correlations. While the linear scale included in the forecast avoid the bias stochasticity, we study the impact using a simple model (see subsections 3.3, 3.4) . In addition to reducing the signal-to-noise, one need to marginalize over the bias stochasticity model parameters. The overlapping surveys is of particular interest, since the overlap can provide additional constraints to these parameters.
This paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 presents the forecast assumptions, bias derivative formula, fiducial errors and how counts-shear and the sample variance cancellation contribute to the bias error. Then section 3 looks at bias priors, bias parameterization and tests the impact of a stochastic bias. Appendix A study how shifting the bias amplitude change the forecast and the relative RSD, BAO and WL contributions. Finally appendix B study how the galaxy density and redshift uncertainties change the bias errors.
THE BIAS CONSTRAINTS

Forecast assumptions and notation
Paper-I described the formalism for galaxy clustering, RSD and weak lensing in 2D correlations. In paper-II we presented the Fisher formalism, notation, forecast assumptions and Figures of Merit (FoM). This subsection include, to improve readability, the central forecast setup and notation. The reader is referred to paper-II for a full description. The forecast define a photometric(F/Faint) and a spectroscopic(B/Bright) stage-IV survey (Albrecht et al. 2006) . Table 1 summarize the most important parameters and the forecast use Fisher matrices to estimate the bias errors and FoMs. The fiducial bias redshift evolution is given by
while the default bias parameterization use one parameter per redshift bin and population. The observables included are auto-and cross-correlations between galaxy counts (δ) and shear (γ). The redshift space distortions (RSD) and radial information in the galaxy sample is measured by using narrow redshift bins for the spectroscopic sample (Nock, Percival & Ross 2010; Asorey et al. 2012; Di Dio et al. 2013; Asorey, Crocce & Gaztañaga 2014) . These papers focus on the benefit of combining spectroscopic and photometric surveys and the notation FxB is short for F and B being overlapping surveys on the sky, while F+B means non-overlapping surveys. The default forecast include both galaxy counts and shear (All), but some result only include galaxy counts (Counts). The Figure of Merit (FoM) is defined by
where S is a subspace of parameter the Fisher forecasted covariance matrix. For FoMDETF, the Dark Energy Task Force (DETF) FoM, then S = [w0, wa]. The FoMγ is the inverse error of γ, so that the covariance subspace (S) only include γ. For FoMwγ then S includes w0, wa, γ and measure if a probe can constrain the combined expansion and growth history. Unless explicitly stated, the FoMs and bias errors marginalize over w0, wa, h, ns, Ωm, Ω b , ΩDE, σ8, γ. Planck priors 9 is always included.
Derivative of the galaxy bias
The default bias parameterization is one parameter per redshift bin and galaxy population. This subsection presents a formula for the derivative of the 2D correlation with the bias when including photo-z, RSD, magnification and multiple galaxy populations.
Photo-z uncertainties cause overdensities with origin at one redshift, to be observed at another redshift. One can express the observed fluctuations as a linear contribution from different redshifts. The galaxy bias evolve with redshift and the observed overdensity is a convolution of the bias and redshift selection function (see paper-I). For the bias derivative, the parameters can either be defined as the true bias or an effective bias after including the photo-z effect. These papers (paper-II, paper-III, EG14a), use the true bias as nuisance parameters.
The photo-z effect in 2D correlations can be approximated by the transition matrices ). Let C be a matrix of 2D correlation predictions in top-hat bins. The observed correlationsC including photo-z effects can be writtenC
where r is a transition matrix. The matrix element rij is the fraction of a fluctuation in bin i which originates from bin j. Summing over the transition matrix elements is effectively a low resolution integral over the redshift selection function. In Eq.4 the first and second transition matrix respectively corresponds to the first and second index of C. When generalizing the formula to several populations and overdensity types (counts, shear), the two transition matrices (r) will differ. While the transition matrices for the Bright and Faint populations can be different, they are in these papers considered equal for shear and galaxy counts for each population (Faint, Bright). The transition matrix leads naturally to an expression for the bias derivative. LetC where C ρX is the cross-correlation of dark matter in real 9 http://www.physics.ucdavis.edu/DETFast/ space and one overdensity of type X. These papers only include the parameter b X for galaxy counts, but Eq.5 can in general be used for shear intrinsic alignments, clustering of galaxy sizes or clustering of magnitudes.
Galaxy clustering, redshift space distortions, cosmic magnification and other minor effects, all contribute to the galaxy counts overdensities. Among these effects, only the galaxy clustering in real space depends on the bias. Most importantly, the RSD contribution depends on the velocity introduced by the underlying matter fluctuations and is independent of the galaxy bias. A central idea in these papers is to measure RSD in 2D correlation functions by using narrow redshift bins. Since the derivative should only consider parts of the correlations caused by the galaxy clustering, Eq.5 includes the cross-correlation between matter and the observable. When using the algorithm outlined in paper-I, then estimating these cross-correlations does not require redoing the full calculations, but can be performed faster by reusing intermediate results in the calculations.
2.3 Bias errors in the fiducial configuration. Fig.1 shows the estimated bias errors relative to the fiducial bias. While the forecast include redshift bins from z = 0.1 for both galaxy populations, the first bins has little constraining power. At low redshifts the bias error diverges and we therefore show only the error for z < 0.2. For both the exact calculations and the Limber approximation, the main contribution to an auto-correlation signal is the scale k = (l + 0.1)/χ(z) and lower redshifts enter into non-linear scales for smaller l. We remove in the forecast correlations which enters into the non-linear regime (see paper-II) and this leads to worse constrains at low redshifts. Also, the bias is parameterized using the underlying/true bias (see subsection 2.2). Even if a redshift bin is excluded at a particular scale (l-value), the bias parameter enters in crosscorrelations measured in nearby bins from the photo-z dispersion.
Lines in Fig.1 show the relative bias error. The top panel only include galaxy counts in the forecast. For both populations the estimated bias error are similar for the Bright and Faint population, except for overlapping surveys at low redshifts where magnification contribute stronger to the Faint bias constraints. For galaxy clustering the relative bias constraints are very similar for both populations, but becomes different if fixing the cosmological parameters (not shown). Overlapping galaxy surveys significantly lower the bias and benefit the two populations about equally much. In the lower panel also counts-shear and shear-shear correlations are included in the forecast. Lensing both directly measuring bias through the counts-shear observables, but also indirectly through better constraining cosmological parameters, which are discussed respectively in subsection 2.5 and 2.4. Fig. 2 shows directly the F+B/FxB bias error ratios, which is the same-sky benefit. For both the Bright and Faint bias, with and without shear, overlapping surveys leads to better bias constraints. Including the shear signal reduce the benefit of overlapping samples compared to only galaxy counts. This trend was previously seen in the forecast (paper-II, Table 4 and 5) and is here shown directly for the bias error. When including lensing, both the galaxy clustering and counts-shear observables can measure the bias. On the x-axis is the mean for each the corresponding redshift bin. For the bright sample the bins are thinner, which results in more points. In the top panel the measurements only includes galaxy counts, while the lower panel also includes shear.
While this improve the bias measurements and forecast, the multiple ways of constraining the bias lower the effect of overlapping Bright and Faint galaxy counts. The Bright bias error also depend on which Faint redshift bin the Bright bin overlap. This cause a small drop in the Bright ratios at the edges of a Faint bin, which are marked with vertical lines.
Correlation between cosmology and bias
The cosmological constraints from galaxy clustering require marginalizing over uncertainty in the galaxy bias modelling. Fixing the galaxy bias would increase the FoMwγ forecast for FxB:All equivalent to a 3.3 larger survey area. The cosmology constraints depend both on measuring the bias and the lowest possible covariance between the cosmologi- cal and bias/nuisance parameters (see Eriksen & Gaztanaga (2014a) ). In studying the bias error, one should account for this covariance. This subsection focus on how marginalizing/fixing cosmological parameters would affect conclusions on overlapping surveys and the importance of weak lensing. Fig. 3 shows the Faint free/fixed cosmology bias error ratio. These ratios should always be above unity, since marginalizing over cosmology increase the bias errors. To limit the discussion, the figure and discussion are for brevity restricted to only the Faint bias. While the magnitude and exact details differs, the main conclusions are similar for the Bright sample. In this figure, the FxB ratios peaks around z = 0.7, which results from a peak in the Faint galaxy density and disappear a very high galaxy density (not shown). Around z = 0.7, the FxB:Counts(F+B:Counts) ratio is 5.3(3.1) and this change in bias error corresponds to effectively 28(9) times larger area. In comparison, FxB:All versus F+B:All only increase FoMwγ for FxB:All equivalent to 50% larger area. When studying how improved bias measurements impact overlapping surveys, one need to account for the covariance between cosmological and bias parameters. Results without covariance will tend to underestimate the benefit of overlapping surveys. Fig.4 shows results when varying ∆ZMax. The ∆ZMax requirement limit which correlations are included in the forecast. It was introduced in paper-II and limit the forecast to only include cross-correlations with (|zj − zi| ≤ ∆ZMax), Bias error relative to FxB:All
Counts-Shear cross-correlations, Faint bias. where zi and zj are the mean redshifts for the two overdensities in the cross-correlation. The auto-correlations are always included. For 0.0 < ∆ZMax < 0.1 the forecast also include Bright-Faint galaxy counts cross-correlations, while 0.01 < ∆ZMax 0.03 include the important radial (between redshift) Bright-Bright cross-correlations. The counts-shear correlations are first important at larger ∆ZMax. For further examples of usage, see paper-II. The top panel (Fig. 4) show the estimated Faint bias error, fixing the cosmological parameters. When increasing ∆ZMax, the Bright-Faint cross-correlations are included and the bias error decline steadily. At higher ∆ZMax the countsshear only leads to very small improvements in the bias error. In the bottom panels are bias error ratios for free/fixed cosmology. For 0.01 < ∆ZMax < 0.02 the forecast includes Bright-Bright radial cross-correlations, which measure cosmological parameters and the ratio drops. At high ∆ZMax the observables include the counts-shear cross-correlation. This signal increase the correlation between cosmology and bias parameters, which results in the ratios increasing.
Counts-shear cross-correlations
In paper-II we studied how different counts-shear crosscorrelations contribute to the cosmological forecast. Overlapping surveys make it possible to cross-correlate spectroscopic (Bright) galaxy counts with galaxy shear from a photometric (Faint) survey. For a photometric survey, one can also cross-correlate the counts and shear, both measured from the photometric survey. These two counts-shear crosscorrelation types contribute about equal to the cosmological parameter forecast(see paper-II, table 4 and 5). Removing either counts-shear cross-correlations only lead to a small decrease in the different figures of merit. However, the con-straints drop significantly when removing all counts-shear cross-correlations.
A contributing factor is the bias constraints from the cross-correlations. In Fig.5 are the error ratios between FxB:All without some counts-shear cross-correlations and FxB:All. For FxB-δF γF and FxB-δBγF , we respectively remove the cross-correlations of Faint and Bright galaxy counts with the Faint shear. The change is small for removing either Bright or Faint lenses, typically less than 1%. On the other hand, when removing all counts-shear crosscorrelations (FxB-δ γ ) the bias error change significantly. The Bright bias follow a similar trend (not shown), except counts-shear contributing less below z = 0.4.
This trend follows from a high correlation between the count-shear signal in overlapping lens bins. Using the covariance for a Gaussian field (see paper-I), the correlation coefficient between counts-shear using two galaxy populations as lenses is
where δB(δF ) is the Bright(Faint) galaxy counts and γ is the galaxy shear overdensities. To simplify the notation, denote a Cl cross-correlation and we suppress the redshift bin index. From numerical tests (not shown), the terms including galaxy counts dominate. Unlike for the galaxy counts, the RSD contribution is negligible for the counts-shear correlations and the signal is effecively linear with the lens bias. The strong correlation is therefore not introducing sample variance cancellation. Instead it reduce the value of using two different galaxy populations as lenses.
Sample variance cancellation
Overlapping surveys gain from both additional crosscorrelations and sample variance cancellation. Even without including the additional observables, two overlapping surveys with free galaxy bias benefit from overlapping skies. The overlapping surveys introduce additional covariance between the observable, which improve the constraints when different observables respond sufficiently different to the same variable (see EG14a). These two effects contribute about equal to the combined forecast (paper-II, table 4 and 5). Fig. 6 distinguish between the two main effects contribution, the additional cross-correlations and sample variance cancellations, directly in the bias error. Both effects are included in F+B/FxB, while FxB-FB /FxB only show the contribution from sample variance cancellation. These two effects both decrease the Faint bias error, but the additional Bright-Faint cross-correlations contribute most. The Faint/photometric sample has broad redshift uncertainty (see Table 1 ) and benefit less from RSD and BAO. The Bright-Faint cross-correlations partly recover this information, which makes them suitable for constraining the Faint bias (see paper-I). z)) overlap with multiple Bright bins (∆z = 0.01(1 + z)). This introduce a covariance between the Faint bias parameter and each of the Bright bias parameters, which then also indirectly correlate the Bright bias parameters.
Bias amplitude
The fiducial bias evolution was given in Eq. 2. At redshift zero the fiducial bias for the Bright and Faint populations equals, while the Bright/Faint bias ratio is respectively 1.7 and 2.1 for z = 0.5 and z = 1. This section introduce an additional multiplicative amplitude (relative bias amplitude), meaning unity is the fiducial bias. Fig. 7 shows FoMwγ, FoMDETF and FoMγ for a shifted Bright bias amplitude. In the top panel, the different probes (lines) gain or decline moderately with a shifted bias. FoMwγ combine the expansion and growth history constrains, which are affected differently by the bias amplitude. For FoMDETF (middle panel) measuring the expansion history (w0, wa), the constraints increase with the Bright bias, while the growth constraints in FoMγ decline. This cause the FoMwγ combined constraints to be quite flat. These competing trends cause FoMwγ to change less with the Bright bias amplitude.
The galaxy counts shot-noise is independent of bias and depends inversely on the surface density of galaxies, leading to a higher noise term for the galaxy clustering of the Bright (spectroscopic) sample. Since the auto-correlations are proportional to b 2 , a higher bias increase the signal and therefore reduce the sensitivity to the shot-noise. Doubling the bias corresponds (without RSD) to four times higher density. Without the Bright galaxy shot-noise, the trends change completely, with the ratios being flat for a Bright bias relative amplitude above 0.5. The trend in FoMDETF is therefore caused by a higher (lower) bias amplitude lowering (increasing) the impact of shot-noise. Gravitational infall of galaxies towards matter overdensities along the line of sight introduce an additional redshift, which result in the redshift space distortions (see paper-I). The additional observed overdensity depends only on the matter distribution and is independent of the galaxy clustering and the galaxy bias. The galaxy bias therefore determine the relative strength of the intrinsic clustering and the RSD signal. For a low bias amplitude the RSD signal dominate, while the intrinsic galaxy clustering becomes more important for a high bias. The γ constraints (FoMγ) are mostly from RSD and therefore decrease with the bias amplitude. This trend also hold when not including the Bright shotnoise.
The lines FxB-FB :All [FxB-FB :Counts] are FxB:All [FxB:Counts] without including the Bright-Faint crosscorrelations, but they benefit from overlapping volumes. These lines therefore distinguish between the two sources of FoM improvements. For FxB:All and FoMwγ at the fiducial bias, these effects contribute about equal. The sample variance contribute stronger when including lensing and even when fixing the bias. We attribute this to the overlap introducing a covariance between clustering and lensing observables, which correlates the cosmological parameters later marginalized over. At lower Bright bias amplitudes the sample variance cancellation contribute less for all FoMs (FxB-FB ≈ F+B). Without shot-noise (not shown) the overlapping samples still benefit from sample variance cancellations, which means a sufficient density compared to the amplitude is needed to benefit from the two tracers.
Not included are the FoMs when varying the Faint bias amplitude. The Faint sample models a photometric survey with σz = 0.05(1 + z), which is more suitable for weak lensing than galaxy clustering, since a photo-z above σz ≈ 0.005(1 + z) erase radial information . Compared to the Bright bias (Fig.7) , the changes is therefore smaller when shifting the Faint bias. However, unlike the Bright bias, the effect of shot-noise decrease with the Faint bias (not shown). Increasing the Faint bias decrease the bias difference between the populations and this reduce the benefit of using two tracers.
BIAS PRIORS AND MODELING
The last section studied the bias errors and the effect of the bias amplitude. This section looks at various aspects of the galaxy bias. The fiducial bias is deterministic, parameterized by one parameter for each bin and include no priors. The first subsection quantify the effect of adding priors on the bias. In the second subsection we compare the cosmological constraints for two different bias parameterizations. In the last subsection we add stochasticity.
Absolute priors on bias.
This subsections study how the forecast change when adding uncorrelated priors on the bias. Adding priors give results in between a fixed and free bias. fixed and uncorrelated prior (flat prior) on each bias parameter simplify the model. Understanding the potential gains and required level of accuracy is important before deciding if the improved constraints justify the required effort. In this subsection, the bias priors is only added to one population. Fig. 8 shows the forecast when adding priors on either the Bright or Faint bias. Here rows corresponds to the FoMs and columns to which population the bias is added to. The left side of the graph is effectively fixing the bias, while on the right the priors are weak. For FxB:Counts and F+B:Counts, the FoMwγ and FoMγ forecast increase already for very weak Bright priors (0.5). When including lensing (FxB:All and F+B:All), stronger priors is needed, since lensing also constrains the bias. Around absolute priors of 10 −2 the constraints flatten and beyond this point increasing bias priors provide no additional benefit.
How does the Bright priors affect the conclusion on overlapping versus non-overlapping galaxy surveys? In the top,left panel stronger priors on the Bright bias increase FoMwγ for all probes with a factor of a few. However, the same-sky ratios (FxB/F+B):All and (FxB/F+B):Counts are respectively close to constant and decrease significantly. Overlapping surveys including shear (All) are therefore equally powerful when knowing the Bright galaxy bias. For overlapping surveys the Bright priors directly improve counts-shear cross-correlations of Bright lenses. The Bright priors additionally lead to stronger constraint on the Faint bias through counts-counts cross-correlations, which again benefits the cross-correlations of Faint counts with shear. For FoMγ all probes, (Fig. 8, bottom left panel) , approach the same asymptotic value. The growth constraints are already without priors dominated by redshift space distortions in the Bright sample. Naturally the Bright sample dominates the growth constraints when effectively fixing the Bright bias and this results in no benefit from the overlap (FxB).
The right column (Fig. 8) correlations. The FxB:Counts and FxB-FB :Counts lines are close for strong Faint priors, which shows the gain comes through sample variance cancellation (overlapping volumes) and not the additional cross-correlations. Finally, one should remember Fig. 8 includes priors on only one population. When fixing the priors, paper-II (table 5 and 6) found less benefit of overlapping surveys.
Comparing bias parameterizations.
Galaxy bias evolve slowly with redshift . How many parameters are actually needed to capture the evolution? This series of papers (paper-II, paper-III, EG14a) parameterize the bias by one parameter in each bin and galaxy population. One could instead specify the bias for a few pivot points in redshift and interpolate between them. The potential advantage is reducing the parameter freedom and therefore increasing the statistical errors after marginalizing over the bias. However, including sufficient freedom in the bias parameterization will bias the cosmological constraints (Clerkin et al. 2015) . This subsection (and paper) focus only on the statistical errors. Fig. 9 shows the ratio between Fixed/Free galaxy bias for an increasing number of redshift bins. This partly answer the question if the forecast becomes more or less sensitive when increasing the number of redshift bins. Previously paper-II studied the effect of adding more Bright redshift bins. Here we find that increasing the number of redshift bins is not increasing the sensitivity to bias. On the contrary, the sensitivity to the bias is decreasing with an increasing number of bins. The decrease is driven by the dark energy constraints. Looking at FoMγ, the ratios is quite flat, while FoMw and FoMDETF decline (not shown) and result in FoMwγ declining.
An alternative bias parameterization is linearly interpolating between a bias specified in pivot points (Gaztañaga et al. 2012). Fig. 10 compare FoMwγ when using a linear interpolated and one-bias-per-bin Bright bias parameterization. The distance between bias pivot points scale by ∆z ∝ (1 + z), similar to the redshift binning 10 . Earlier, the forecast found FoMwγ, FoMγ, FoMw and FoMDETF for FxB:All to become 6.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 3.4 times higher when fixing the galaxy bias (see paper-II, table 4 and 5). When only having two Bright bias interpolation points, the FoMwγ forecast is 40-60% higher depending on the probe. For 3 bias points the result is within 10% of the one-bias-per-bin result and the two bias parameterizations fully converge for more interpolation points. The reduction of FoMwγ already occurs for a few interpolation points, which is needed since the bias evolve with redshift. We therefore conclude that using one-bias-per-bin is not leading to unreasonable large degradation in the statistical constraints.
Stochasticity model
The relation between dark matter and galaxies is on large scale arguably close to deterministic . In these papers the fiducial bias model for both galaxy populations are deterministic and linear in mass, meaning 10 Paper-II included a formula to define N redshift bins in a fixed redshift range when the redshift bin width scale by (1 + z). Here z is the lower redshift bin in the bin. Equivalently, the n'th pivot point redshift is
when locating N pivot points in [z 0 , zmax]. This equation also give the n'th edge between N − 1 redshift bins.
where b is the galaxy bias and δg and δm are respectively the galaxy and matter overdensities. A stochastic relation between the matter and galaxy overdensities can be written
where is the random component. Any linear matter dependency in would only lead to a redefined bias. More generally both the bias and stochasticity could depend on higher order of the matter fluctuation. These models are beyond the scope of this article. The resulting power spectrum when including a stochastic component uncorrelated with matter (Eq. 10) is
where A(z, k) is an additional contribution to the power spectrum P (z, k). In general this contribution can depend on galaxy population, redshift and scale. By calibrating against simulations, one could try to measure the expected errors, scale and redshift dependence of A(z, k). One should note, such a calibration would require several simulations to assess the impact of cosmology. We instead focus on the direct effect on the auto-correlation
for which the stochasticity introduce an additional term , . We assume the stochasticity in different redshift bins are uncorrelated, which leads to unchanged crosscorrelations. Environmental effects can introduce correlations of the stochasticity of galaxy populations, but they are for simplicity considered independent. The stochastic component can be modelled by
where X,Y are the galaxy populations and S the additional component. The standard stochasticity function r is the ratio
where Cgm, Cgg and Cmm are respectively the countsmatter, counts-counts and matter-matter correlations when including the bias stochasticity. This ratio (Eq. 14) relates to our definition (Eq. 13) by
or alternatively the relation can be written be reversed and written Figure 11 . Effect of increasing galaxy bias stochasticity. The FoMwγ is plotted with the x-axis being the Bright galaxy bias stochasticity parameter S. The fiducial value is S = 0 where the galaxy bias is deterministic and here no extra nuisance parameters are added to describe the stochasticity. The second/top x-axis is the stochasticity r when assuming Cgg = 3 × 10 −4 , which corresponds to a Bright counts-counts auto-correlation at z = 0, l = 100.
the auto-correlations to be significant. The no-stochasticity limit is r = 1 or S = 0. In addition to simplifying the addition of stochasticity, the term S has similar characteristics as the shot-noise. Results on uncertainties in the stochasticity can therefore be extended to uncertainties of the galaxy counts shot-noise.
Bias stochasticity
The fiducial galaxy bias in these articles is deterministic. In this subsection we study the impact of introducing bias stochasticity (non-deterministic bias). The last subsection (3.3) introduced a simple redshift and scale independent parameterization of the stochasticity, deviating from the commonly used function r. First we study how an increasing stochasticity reduce the signal-to-noise and then how uncertainties in the stochasticity impacts the forecasts. Fig. 11 shows FoMwγ when increasing the galaxy bias stochasticity for the Bright population. The stochasticity variable is fixed, in other words, the stochasticity is assumed known. Since the stochasticity is just noise, it monotonically reduces the figure of merit. The FoMs decrease when the stochastic component (S) comparable to the signal. For the different probes and also FoMw, FoMγ and FoMDETF (not shown), the FoMs decrease steadily. The benefit of overlapping surveys (FxB:All/F+B:All) reduce for a higher bias stochasticity. From comparing FxB:All and F+B:All with FxB-FB :All, one see the bias stochasticity reduce the gain from sample variance cancellations. Finally, the equivalent Faint bias stochasticity plots (not included) show only a weak reduction. This follows from the Faint/photometric clustering contributing weaker to the combined constraints.
Stochasticity also reduce the parameter constraints due to additional uncertainty in the modelling. A natural exten- Figure 12 . Improvements from priors on the stochasticity. On the x-axis is prior (error) added to all of the Bright redshift bins. The figure shows the no-priors/priors FoMwγ ratio. In both populations the fiducial bias stochasticity is zero and the Faint bias stochasticity in kept fixed. The second/top x-axis is the stochasticity error σr when assuming Cgg = 3 × 10 −4 , which corresponds to a Bright counts-counts auto-correlation at z = 0, l = 100.
sion to the previous forecast is to use the same parameterization as for the galaxy bias. The fiducial S = 0 is constant in redshift, but S is parameterized with one parameter per redshift bin and population. Equivalently to the galaxy bias, simulations or observations can give prior knowledge on the bias stochasticity. For simplicity and similar to the bias priors, the bias stochasticity priors are assumed uncorrelated for the different redshift bins. Fig. 12 shows ratios between free and fixed bias stochasticity, when marginalizing over the uncertainty only for the Bright population. On the x-axis is an absolute prior added to each Bright bias stochasticity parameter. The ratio can be understood as the fraction of the FoMs recovered from adding priors. For strong priors, on the left side of the graph, the priors effectively fix galaxy bias and the ratio naturally approaches unity. There is a clear difference between overlapping and non-overlapping surveys. Without priors, the F+B:Counts reduces to 70% of the value with known stochasticity. The difference is 96% of the original value when considering FxB:Counts. Also including lensing (:All), the overlapping surveys are less affected by the bias stochasticity uncertainties. Similar trends are found also for FoMγ (not shown), but with a much smaller change.
This figure (12) shows that overlapping samples are less affected by a galaxy stochasticity uncertainty. This contradicts Kirk et al. (2013) , which found that marginalizing over bias stochasticity parameters significantly reduce the same-sky benefit (from a factor of 3.9 to 1.2). Previously in EG14a, we discussed their higher absolute gain from overlapping surveys. The main difference is Kirk et al. (2013) ignore the count-shear cross-correlation with photometric (Faint) lenses. This artificially increase the same-sky benefit, since the counts-shear signal with different galaxy lens populations are highly correlated (see subsection 2.5). Only using the counts-shear of one galaxy population would also increase their sensitivity the galaxy bias stochasticity.
CONCLUSION
This paper accompanies the previous forecast (paper-II, EG14a). These combined a photometric (Faint) and a spectroscopic (Bright) stage-IV survey to constrain the growth and expansion history by using a combination of weak lensing and galaxy clustering. In particular, these papers focused on the gain from observing the same area with both surveys. For the combined constraints, knowing the galaxy bias would increase the figure of merit (FoMwγ) equivalent to 3-5 times larger area. Details of the galaxy bias affected both the same-sky benefit (i.e. FxB/F+B) and how much various effects contribute to the constraints. This paper (paper-III) studied how the bias impacts different aspects of the combined forecast.
Section 2 focused on the bias error and subsection 2.1 summarized the forecast assumptions. Then subsection 2.2 introduced the bias derivative formula, which includes the photo-z effect through the transition matrices (see Gaztañaga et al. (2012) ) and also accounts for RSD and magnification. The next subsection (2.3) showed the fiducial bias error and how lensing contribute to the bias constraints. Subsection 2.4 stressed how ignoring the covariance between the cosmology and bias would lead to underestimate the value of overlapping surveys for constraining the bias.
Overlapping surveys both allow for additional crosscorrelations and sample variance cancellations directly from overlapping volumes (see paper-II and EG14a). In subsection 2.5 we studied which counts-shear contribute to measuring the bias. From a covariance between the signals, the bias error only increase weakly when removing either lens population, but strongly when removing both. Subsection 2.6 studied the direct effect of overlapping volumes. The sample variance contribute most to the Bright sample, while the Faint sample benefit most from the additional crosscorrelations.
Section 3 studied the effect of adding priors, bias parameterization and modelling of the bias stochasticity. Subsection 3.1 added uncorrelated priors in each bins on either the Bright or Faint bias. When adding bias priors, they directly affect the galaxy population and also the other galaxy population through the cross-correlations. Completely fixing the galaxy bias reduce the same-sky benefit (see paper-II). If adding priors to either population, the FoMwγ (FxB/F+B):All same-sky ratio only change weakly. For FoMγ the Bright sample would completely dominate FoMγ if fixing the Bright bias. Subsection 3.2 tested the sensitivity to the bias parameterization, which fiducially use one-bias-per-bin. Including more Bright redshift bins reduced the sensitivity to the bias. We further compared to a bias interpolated between n redshift pivot points. For n = 3 the FoMwγ results agreed within 10% and the one-bias-perbin is therefore a reasonable bias parameterization.
Appendix A studied how the fiducial bias change the forecast. Changing the bias amplitude affects both the combined constraints and the relative performance of various probes (clustering, RSD, WL). In subsection 2.7 the dark en-ergy (FoMDETF) and growth (FoMγ) constrains respectively increase and decrease when increasing the Bright galaxy bias amplitude. Increasing the Bright/spectroscopic bias reduces the shot-noise and therefore improving the dark energy constraints. The growth constraints reduced since the relative contribution of RSD, which is important to measure γ, decrease for a higher bias. In subsection A1 and A2 we studied respectively respectively the relative contribution of RSD and BAO. Last, subsection A2 investigated how the Faint bias amplitude impacts shear and magnification. A higher Faint bias increased the importance of WL for dark energy constraints (FoMw) and reduces the impact of magnification. Appendix B showed how bias errors depend on photo-z and density.
The fiducial bias is deterministic. Subsection 3.3 introduced a simple stochastic galaxy bias model and related the definition to the commonly used correlation coefficient r (see also Dekel & Lahav (1999) ). Increasing the Bright bias stochasticity reduced the same-sky benefit (FxB:All/F+B:All), with the sample variance cancellation being more affected than the Bright-Faint cross-correlations. If marginalizing over an uncertainty in the bias stochasticity (see subsection 3.4), the overlapping photometric and spectroscopic (FxB) are less affected (than F+B). Thus overlapping surveys not only provide a better figure of merit (equivalent to 50% larger area) than separate surveys, but they are more robust to systematic errors, such as bias stochasticity or uncertainties in the bias evolution.
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We would like to thank the group within the DESI community looking at overlapping surveys. M.E. wish to thank Ofer Lahav, Henk Hoekstra and Martin Crocce in his thesis examination panel, where these results were discussed. M.E. further thank Jacobo Asorey for discussions. Funding for this project was partially provided by the Spanish Ministerio which confirms the importance of RSD in Fig. 7 . As expected, the largest contribution comes when only including Counts. For low Bright biases the RSD is the main contribution to the signal. The ratios looks dramatically high (60-100) when only including galaxy counts. While the effect of RSD is more important for a low bias, the RSD increasing the auto-correlation amplitude and therefore lower the impact of shot-noise. Without the Bright galaxy shotnoise (not shown), the RSD/no-RSD at low Bright bias drops. For a relative bias of 0.1, the ratio is 10(17) for FxB:Counts(F+B:Counts). For FoMwγ the RSD/no-RSD ratio is above unity and RSD improve the constraints. This conclusion depends on the FoM and the galaxy density. The RSD contribute strongly to measuring γ, but less for the dark energy constraints. For FoMDETF and sufficient density, the RSD signal decrease the constraint (not shown). While the additional RSD signal is good to measure γ, the RSD suppress cross-correlations between close redshift bins redshift (see paper-I). As seen in paper-II, the radial information in these cross-correlations contribute strongly to the dark energy constraints. This suppression therefore lower the constraints when including RSD.
At large Bright bias amplitudes the RSD/no-RSD ratio changes differently for overlapping (FxB) and nonoverlapping (F+B) surveys. The similarity at low bias is due to a low density and disappear when removing the shot-noise (not shown). Because FxB include the Bright-Faint crosscorrelations, one expect a smaller dependence on the RSD contribution in the Bright sample and smaller reduction in the RSD/no-RSD ratio. Notice also how FxB-FB :Counts is only slightly below FxB:Counts. While this trend is not the strongest, RSD is important for sample variance cancellations. Otherwise, the galaxy clustering of both populations is directly proportional to the matter overdensities. That would remove the benefit of using two tracers. This effects also contribute to the FxB ratios flattening for a high Bright bias.
A2 Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)
The BAO scale of 150 Mpc is a characteristic scale with a higher probability of finding a galaxy pair. In the 2D and 3D configuration space correlation function, the BAO is a significant peak, where the position is largely independent of the galaxy bias Eisenstein et al. (2005) . Instead of only constraining cosmology from the peak position, these papers include the BAO signal through the 2pt correlation function. The advantage is utilizing the full power spectrum, but it does require modelling the galaxy bias. To estimate the importance of BAO, the Eisenstein-Hu (EH) model can predict the dark matter power spectrum with and without BAO wiggles. We check how BAO impacts the constraints by calculating the FoMs with and without the BAO wiggles. Fig. A2 shows the BAO/no-BAO FoMwγ forecast ratios when varying the Bright bias amplitude. The BAO peak is effective in measuring the expansion, but not the growth. Including BAO improve FoMwγ(FoMDETF) with 30% (23%), while FoMγ decrease with 1%. Since BAO has largest effect on the dark energy constraints, trends in this figure can be compared to FoMDETF. Similar to the absolute FoMDETF constraints, the BAO/no-BAO ratio trend change with the Bright galaxy density. Without shot-noise, the BAO/no-BAO ratios above a relative bias amplitude of 0.5 is close to flat (not shown). A higher bias is therefore advantageous for reducing the shot-noise, which is why Red Luminous Galaxies (LRGs) are often targeted for BAO studies ( 
A3 Galaxy shear and Magnification.
Weak lensing also depend on the galaxy bias. For the signal, the counts-shear cross-correlations and magnification are nearly proportional to the foreground bias amplitude. Magnification, which change the observed number counts through lensing (see paper-I), is included by default. While the measurement noise is independent of bias, the dominant (cosmic variance) contribution also scale linear with bias. In this subsection, we first study the effect of both weak lensing signals when shifting the Faint bias amplitude. Next we focus on the contribution from magnification. Fig. A3 (top panel) shows the WL/no-WL FoMwγ ratio. In FxB:All the signal include the shear-shear and countsshear cross-correlations with both populations as lenses. This configuration naturally has the largest effect of weak lensing. The next two lines are FxB-δBγF (FxB-δF γF ), which is FxB:All, but removing the counts-shear correlations with Bright(Faint) lenses. In paper-II the Faint lenses contributed slightly stronger to the forecast (see also subsection 2.5). The relative strength of different lens populations depend on the bias amplitudes, which results in the lines crossing. For non-overlapping surveys (F+B:All), one can only measure counts-shear with Faint lenses and result in F+B:All and FxB-δBγF following a similar trend. Finally, the line FxB-δ γ is including no counts-shear correlations and the trend is therefore flat.
The bottom panel Fig. (A3) shows the magnification /no-magnification FoMwγ ratio. Magnification affect number counts in two ways. Foreground foreground matter over and under densities respectively magnify and de-magnified background galaxy fluxes and areas. The magnified fluxes can enter/leave a magnified limited sample, changing the total number of galaxies, while the magnified area modify the galaxy density. Here the magnification slope (magnification strength) equals the fiducial configuration in paper-II (see paper-II, Fig. 1 ).
The effect of number counts magnification is small compared to WL, RSD or BAO. For FxB:All (flattest ratio) magnification only increase FoMwγ with ∼ 1%, while the effect is 15% for FxB:Counts. This discussion therefore focus on the number counts results (Counts). In FxB-FB the surveys overlap, which give sample variance cancellations, but does not include the Bright-Faint cross-correlations. This reduce the bias constraints and therefore the magnification constrains. The non-overlapping surveys (F+B) does not have sample variance cancellations from overlapping volumes and the ratio drops further. Finally, could the low magnification effect be caused by the counts-shear and magnification signal being proportional? The line FxB-δ γ is FxB:All, but removing all counts-shear cross-correlations or equivalently FxB:Counts adding shear-shear. The effect of magnification is also low when including the shear-shear lensing observable.
A lower Faint bias amplitude improve the forecast. One can understand this from the signal-to-noise. The variance of the magnification signal when assuming Gaussian fluctuations (see paper-II) is
where i and j are the two redshift bins. For well separated bins in photo-z space, the auto-correlation terms dominate, which least to the approximation in the second line. If ignoring RSD, magnification-magnification correlations and the shot-noise, the magnification signal-to-noise is
where αj and bj are respectively the magnification slope and the galaxy bias in bin j. The Cm i m i and Cm j m j terms are respectively the matter auto-correlations in bin i and j. Redshift uncertainty, Faint bias. Figure B1 . The impact of the Bright photo-z on the bias error. Lines show the spec-z/photo-z bias error ratios. On the x-axis is the Gaussian photo-z (units of (1+z)) of the Bright sample. The top(bottom) panel show the ratios for the Bright(Faint) bias.
can be useful if focusing solely on magnification. To optimize the combined constraints, one should however focus on RSD, BAO and WL, since they contribute stronger.
APPENDIX B: PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFTS AND GALAXY DENSITIES
B1 Photometric redshifts
The bias measurements are affected by redshift uncertainties. Our two fiducial galaxy samples are: a photometric (Faint) and spectroscopic (Bright) with respectively 0.05(1+ z) and 0.001(1+z) Gaussian redshift uncertainties. Since the Faint photo-z is broad, the Faint sample is analyzed in broad redshift bins. Improving the Faint photo-z would only substantially change the forecast if also using narrow bins for the Faint sample. We focus instead on the Bright redshift uncertainty and fix the Faint photo-z to the fiducial value. Fig. B1 shows the FxB:All Bright bias error ratio be- Photo-z -Same-sky benefit, Faint bias. Figure B2 . The same-sky bias error benefit when varying the Bright photo-z. Lines are the Faint bias error ratios between nonoverlapping and overlapping surveys. On the x-axis is the Bright sample Gaussian photo-z (units of (1+z)). The forecast include galaxy counts and shear (FxB:All).
tween the case of using spectroscopic (Bright) sample and the case of including redshift uncertainties (photo-z) in the Bright sample. A vertical line (0.0035) show the expected photo-z precision for the PAU narrow band survey (Martí et al. 2014 ). The PAU photo-z would for the Bright population recover 90% of the bias error, with the Faint bias being nearly unaffected. However, note that this conclusion depends strongly on the Bright population redshift bin width, which fiducially is ∆z = 0.01(1 + z) (see paper-I, section 3.3). Reducing the Bright redshift accuracy from spec-z to a photo-z of 0.01(1 + z) doubles the error on the Bright bias, which illustrate how better photo-z than the typical bin width is important when constraining cosmology with galaxy clustering. The Bright bias ratios (Fig.B1 , top panel) approaches zero for a typical photometric redshift. Analyzing the bright sample with 72 narrow redshift bins and one bias parameter per bin is clearly not possible without accurate redshifts. The Faint galaxy bias (bottom panel) is affected through the Bright-Faint cross-correlations, sample variance cancellation and the uncertainty in cosmological parameters. These effects are less direct and the Faint bias error declines slower with increasing Bright photo-z, reaching asymptotic values of ∼0.6-0.7 and larger for high redshifts. When increasing the Bright photo-z, the Faint bias can still be measured through the Faint clustering and counts-shear crosscorrelations. Fig. B2 shows the same-sky ratio, which is the bias error ratio between non-overlapping and overlapping galaxy surveys. Values below unity means overlapping surveys improve the bias measurement. For both FxB and F+B, a higher photo-z result in higher bias errors and the absolute errors increase strongly for all configurations (All, Counts). An increasing or decreasing ratio results from errors growing faster for either overlapping or non-overlapping surveys. For σz 0.01(1 + z) the Bright sample alone becomes less able to constrain the bias, increasing the value of overlap- ping samples. When the photo-z increase and the nearby bins becomes more correlated, which reduce the same-sky benefit ratios. With only galaxy counts, the same-sky ratio change less (not shown).
B2 Galaxy density
The galaxy density also change the cosmology and galaxy bias forecasts. This subsection study the effect of the spectroscopic density directly on the bias error. The fiducial photometric (Faint) sample is dense and varying its density only introduce small changes in the bias error, although it impacts cosmological constraint through e.g. the shear-shear measurement. For the related FoM forecast, see EG14a.
In Fig.B3 we show the bias error when varying the Bright galaxy density and normalizing the error to unity for the fiducial density of the Bright sample (0.4 gal/sq.arcmin). As expected, the bias error decrease monotonically with higher galaxy density. The galaxy sample is less dense at high redshifts, which leads to the error on bias improving most for the highest redshift bins. When the Bright galaxy population is 0.1 gal/arcmin 2 , which is 25% of the fiducial value, the Bright bias error is 20-80% higher than the fiducial error. The Faint bias (bottom panel) benefits indirect through Bright-Faint cross-correlations and sample variance cancellation, therefore it depends weaker on the Bright galaxy density. Decreasing the Bright density to 0.1 gal/arcmin 2 results in 20% increase in the redshift error for most redshift bins. When increasing the density beyond the fiducial value, both populations show small improvements. This is compatible with the FoM saturation around 0.4 gal/sq.arcmin in EG14a.
